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Single Error-Correcting Codes. 
1. Introduction. 
A code is a set of symbols to which meanings or values may be 
assigned. In particular, an "n hole code" is _ a sequwnce of n positions in 
dr"~1,,o - d 
which holes or blanks appear. Such coees are eqttic~~~ t ton relays which 
may be up or down, n flip-flop circuits, and ~ n timed pulses and blanks. 
A sin gle error-detecting code is a code in which sufficient 
inform ation is sent so that any single error in any symbol c~n be detected; 
a sin gle error-correctin g code, sends sufficient information so that any single 
error in any symbol can be corrected. 
We shall examine only those codes in which the typ~ of inter nal 
check or consistency is systematic and independent of the messaee fece i ved; 
I 
codes in which the type of check used depends on the message received exist 
but seem to be of less use tha-\1 system atic codes. 
Many diffe~ent single error-correctin g codes have been found. The 
ones given here will be shown to be the best possible in the sens~ that they 
use the least number of checks for the mess age sent. 
The research involved in this report ha s been discussed with a 
number of persons. In particular c. E. Shannon and R.R. Newton have made 
major contributions. 
2. ! Geometric~-
For purposes of notation w~ shall represent a symbol of an n hole 
code as an ordered sequence of n positions which are filled by O's and l' s_, 
-11,e J/Q-, k.s IJe,•1 o'r e,-,,1 't'ke ko/t-J J.,e,~, 1'.r. 
Such sequences will be labeled x, y, z, etc •• Each such point may be said to 
be a point in an n dimensional space .\ -/:~,/Jf p/(i/f.j/f'/1p/fi,f.¢fJpf //,/ /J/,p/.i/./,'/i;s 
Into this space of 2n points we introduce a ~tan~, or, as it 
is usually called, a metric, D{x,y). It will be convenient to define this 
distance between points x and y as the number of positions in which x differs 
from y. This distance function satisfies the three conditions 
D(x,y) - 0 if and only if x -= y (identity) 
!)(x,y) = D(y,x) > 0 if X ;;£ y (positive and reflexive) 
~(x,y) + D(y,z) ~ D(x,z) ( triangle inequality), 
which are the usual conditions for a metric. 
The reason for this definition of distance is that the distance 
between a point x md a point x • which is derived from x by d er11Drs is 
ex actly d. One should always keep in mind, however, that this distance in not 
the usual distance one is familit.r with so that when .. e speak of a srpere of 
radius r about x, and mean all points at a distance r from x, it does not 
have all the usual pro p erties of a sphere. The distance between any two points 
in any particular c ase may be found easily by a direct application of the definition. · 
From the set of 2n points in the space we select a subset to which we 
will ultimately attach meanings or values, and these will form our code. If 
all the points of the subset are at a distance at least 2 from each other then 
it f llow.s that any single error i 9a member of the subset carries the point out 
of the subset and hence will make it a meaningless s rmbol, that is, the error is 
d.etectable. If t he minimum distance between points of the subset is at least 3 
then any single error will leave the point nearer to the correct point t nal') to 
any other and this means that any single error L correctable. .,e may 
summarize this information as follows: 
Table 1. 
Minimum distance Meaning 
1 Uniqueness 
2 Single error detection 
3 Sin gle error c_orrect ion 
4 Sin r;le e.1·ror correction plus double error detection 
5 Double error correction 
Etc_. 
Conversely, it is evident that if we are to effect the detection 
and correction listed, then all point ·s must satisfy or exceed the minimum 
distance listed. Thus the problem of finding suitable codes is the same as that 
of finding subsets in our space which maintain at least the minimum distance 
condition. 
~-. 
3. ~ Inequalities. 
de.. _Jl,0&e. 
The problentsstudied · in this section is t.ha-t of finding~ upper 
boundson the number of points in a subset which satisfie~ the minimum 
a:wd 
dist nee condition sof 3~ 4~ units apart. These distances, from table 1, 
correspond to the two single error-correcting codes. 
If the minimum distance between points of the subset is to be 3, 
then each point of it may be surrounded by a sphere of radius 1, which 
includes exactly n neighbors, such that no two spheres have any common 




where n+ l is the sum of the point and its surrounding ~ere. 
If the minimum distance is to be 4 units, then about the first 
point we may place .a sphere of radius 2, which includes in all 
1-r 11--t- n(n-1) 
2 covered . 
points. The other points of the subset may still be p~ffpf~~ed by 
spheres of radius 1 with no overlapping. Thi s leads to 
#I IJ(M-1} 
.'.lo - ~ 
;,, .,_, 
a s an upper bound on the number of points in the subset. T,his upper bound 
is achieved in the simple ca se of a four hole code. With n = 4· the above 
expression becomes 
//,,. - ' ::: j_ 
r J 
and the subset of two members 
1,0000 
f 1' 111 
does satisfy the minimum distance condition of I units apart. 1t'or larger 
~ 
I 




seems more realistic • ...i. ..P er 
Systematic Codes. 
-+r,y,;.f ./o oJ e 
One of the first problems to be solved in ~ one of these codes 
is that of detecting and locating the errors that may occur. One method of 
doing this is to compare each received symbol with the whole set of 
meaningful sy,ebols, noting which one it agrees with if any, and if not which 
one it is closest to. Such a method is clumsy, and to avoid it we introduce 
the idea of a systematic code. 
A~ is a relationship between values of a sy~bol at selected 
potitions in the symbol. The only checks we shall u se are !?1£Stematic 
a given 
checks , by which are meant checks for which the positions used to form -f,'~p 
check do not depend on the values in the positions of the symbol. The 
systema\tic checks to be used are further restricted by considerin g only 
the oddness or evenness of the sums of the values at the selected positions. 
Whenever we use a set of k systematic checks we shail always 
assume th at they are consist ant and linearly independent checks, that is, 
the associ ated matrix is of rank k. This means that one can by suitable 
linear combinations of the given checks (remembering that l -t-1 -::. 0) arrive 
at an equivalent set of checks in which k of the positions are uniquely 
expressed in terms of the other n - k positions. These k positi0ns may be 
regarded a s being determined by then - k other positions and will be cct.l.led 
check positions; ~ the m == n - k others will be called message positions. 
A systematic~ is defined uo be a code using k systematic 
checks such th at the k checks su.1. fice to determine whether there are 
detectable errors or not, and where , if any, the correctable errors are. 
This is obviously a restriction on k. 
_It may appear that systematic codes are very special codes; this 
is true is some senses. However, in the sense that we would like to have 
the maximum number of meaningful symbols in the code it has not so far 
appeared to be restrictive; all the "best" codes we have found (and these 
have been found in many different ways) h ve been systematic codes. 
If there ·:lre m message positions, then there are 2lil different 
mess ages which can be sent in the code. Using the previous inequality 
for a single error-correcting code we find 
,., .l." 
., " --., - h+I 
as an upper bound on the number of message positions in a systematic code. 
When the equality is attained then there are no points in the original space 
.ro,-C 
which are not either in\the subset of meaningful Sl(Dlbols or in~ unit sphere 
about a point in the subset; when the inequality holds there are interstices. 
Table 2 below gives the pertine.n t f acts. 
Table 2 
n maximum m correspondin g k remarks 
1 0 1 
2 0 2 
3 1 2 ..... -
4 1 3 
na, int erst ices 
5 2 3 
6 3 3 
7 4 3 
8 4 4 
- no inters¼tces 
9 5 4 
10 6 4 
11 7 4 
1 2 8 4 
13 9 4 
14 10 4 
15 11 4 . no inters:tt.ces 
16 11 5 
e.fc:.. 
"" he following is ~n algebraic approach which leads to the same 
inequality. The k cheeks can describe at most 2k different states which 
~ ~ 
must include both~stating which of then positions are in error and that 
" 
all the positions are correct; thus 
Using n-:: m+ k we are lead to the a.a.me inequality. 
When the minimum distance is /p~ 4, and we are using a double 




If n is replaced by n' -t 1 this inequality is the same as the first one, 
(wf!ith primes in it, of course). Thus i!'e may use table 2 if we increase 
the table values of n and k by 1. 
5. A Method _of Constructing Single Error-Correcting Codes. 
In this section we shall give a method for constructing a single 
error-correctin g code for any given n. From this code other codes c 1n be 
foun which are equivalent to it in the following senses 
Two codes are said to be equivalent to each other if by a finite 
number of the following operations one can be transformed into the other, 
1. the interchange of any two positions in the symbols 
2. the complementing of the values in any position in the symbols. 
$/,'II 
There may, however, be other n hole codes which are not equivalent to this 
I\ 
~ «!oc:f•.r 
code and have the same number of meaningful symbols; s:t..il-1 other ~ may have 
and ye -I be ~ ... ~c, " • -,1~ ✓ .I) 
fewer symbols A ·lt'U"-w.i~H'h. e--i~~~-Htt:W--&er--2AQ,ea, ( see section 7) • 
Since we are trying to find only one special type of n hole 
code we may for convenience impose two other conditions on our code. 
First we shall suppose that alt the checks used are based on the evennes s 
of the sum of the values in the selected positions. Second, if we call 
,r C 
each sucfssful check (to be distinguished from the c?eck symbol) as 0 
and each unsuceessful check as a 1 and regard these as ordered from 
left to right, then the checks may be regarded as a binary nymber, 
and we shall suppose that this binary number gives the pos i tion of the 
error in the single error-correcting code, w, +-'--r/,e Z.l!'ro v 4 Ive ,,,,~~>,,~ J' 
This second condition requires that~~ positions which have 
,,o e>-,-o r.s 
,P"~;e-.,t. 
a 1 in the last place of their- binary pepresent ation must by checked by the 
first check, that is the 1ff.~Jj/Y7/j~7 positions 
1, 3, 5, 7, ••• 
must comprise the first check/ see /',ju,~ 1 J 
All positions which have a 1 in · the next to the last position 
of their binary representation must be checked by the second check, that 
is the flf-p.p~ positions 
L--
2, 3, 6, 7, 10, 11, 
must comprise ·the second check. 
••• 
Similarly the third check involves the 
4, 5, 6, 7, 1 2 , 13, 14, 15, ••• 
positions, the fourth 
a, 9, 10, 11, 12 13• l4, 1s, 24, ••• 
etc. 
These checks are easily seen to satisfy the earlier conditions 
imposed on a set of checks. For simplicity we shall use the first position rl: chec~ ~, 1 
for setting the first check, the second for the second" the fourth for the 
" 
third check, the eight for the fourth check, etc. 
~ As an example let us consider the seven hole code. From table 2 
we find m-= 4, and k -= 3; while from abote the checks are 
~~~w ;: ~: :;: 
4, s, 6, 7, 
(r~e ..1,,.,,,~ 1 J • 
with 1, 2, and 4 as the check positions A In the message positions, (positions 
3, 5, 6, and 7) all possible binary numbers are entered. The checks 
are then calculated and entered in thetr positions. This gives 
1 2 3 
0 0 0 
1 m 0 
0 1 0 
l 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 l 0 
1 1 0 
0 0 0 
1 1 1 
0 0 1 
1 0 1 
0 1 . 1 
7-4tUIF J, 
position decimal value 
4 5 6 7 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 0 l 0 2 
0 0 1 l 3 
1 l 0 0 4 
0 l 0 1 5 
0 1 l 0 6 
1 1 1 1 7 
0 0 0 0 8 
1 0 0 1 9 
1 0 1 0 10 
0 0 1· l 11 
I 
f/ar1 -ho .'7 
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r 1 i 
0 l 1 1 1 0 0 12 e 
1 0 l 0 1 0 1 l Q 
0 0 1J. 0 1 l 0 14 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 15 
Thus a 7 hole single error-Qcorrectin g code admits of 16 meaningful symbols. 
On the other hand the~ are 2 7 - 16 -= 112 meaningless symbols. In practice 
me....ningful 
it may be desirable to drop at least the first of these symbols to avoid 
At. 
an all zero combination; this leaves 15 useful symbols in ~he code. 
6. Double error-detecting codes. 
The following code, first proposed by R.R. Newton, uses a single 
error-correcting code as a basis. To this code is added one more position 
for checking all previous positions, using an evenness check. To see the 
operation of this code we have to examine a number of cases. 
1. No errors. All checks, including the lat-est one are satisfied. 
2. Si ngle error. The latest check fails in all /tppp such 
situations whether the error be in the message, the original 
checks or the latest check. The original checks give the 
position of the error, where now the zero value of the 
~ks means that the latest check position is in error. -
3. · Two errors • . In all such situations the latest check is 
satisfied and the other checks indicate some kind of error. 
for the number of meaningful symbols 
These codes give values which are belo w the rigorously derived 
I\. 
clo sec,,;,.J 
upper bound, but whi.ch attain the upper bound fop the eeoxtd uppe1 bound 
-A 4 
../-/,4 /-
~ was given. 
As an example let us construct an 8 hole oode from the previous 
/'eo1°·flo., 
7 hole code. To do this we add an eighth~ which is chosen so that 
+he. J'°"''.f,o•., 
the total number of 1~ s in the symbol is an even number, (see e-elttmn 8 etJl~,..#'f 




Single Error-Correcting Codes.- ~ '2- t:>K, at 
1. Introduction 
A code is a set of symbols . to which meanings or values 
A,,1.• """1 




positions in whic~ holes or blanks appear. A ~~ch codes 
~ ' , 4v . 
eo.ri=es1ponQ-ct:e- n relays which may be up or down, n flip-flop 
iYv J circuits, and n time . pulses ~ , 
A sing~e error-detecting code is a code in which 
t:\-
sufficient information is sent so that &ny single error in any 
sjmbol can be detected; a single error-corr~cting code · sends 
a.. 
enough information so that,.aay single error in any S)mlbol can 
be corrected~ 
We shall examine only those codes in which the type of 
internal check or consistency is syst~matic and independent of the 
message received; codes in which t he tppe of check used depends 
9n the message received exist, but seem to be of less use than 
syseematic codes. 
Ma"y different single/error-correcting codes have been 
f\ 
found. ·rhe ones discussed here will be shown to be the best 
possible in the sense that they use the least number of checks 
for the message sent. 
The research in this report has been discussed with a 
number of persons. In particular C. E. Shannon and R.Rf Newton 
have made major contributions. 
i-
2. A geometric Model. 
In this section we introduce a geometric model which 
provides a very useful way of looking at many of the problems of 
error-detecting and error-correcting codes. For purposes of 
a,S 
notation we shall represent a symbol of an n hole code -d an ordered 
se quence of n positions which are filled by O's and l's, the 
blanks be~ng O's and the holes being l's. Such sequences will be 
~ -&~ 
labeled x, y, z, etc. · ~ach such poi-n~ may be s tt- a- to be a point 
in an n ' dimensional space. 
Into this space of 2n points we introduce a distance, or, 
as it is usually called, a metric; D{x,y). It is convenient to 
define this distance between points x and y as the number of positions 
in which x differs from y. This distance function Sijtisfies the 
three conditions --
D(x,y) a O if and only if x s y (identity) 
D{x,y) = D(y,x) ? 0 if x f y (positive and reflexiv~ 
D(x,y) + D(y,z) a' D(x,z) 
which are the usual conditions for a metric. 
(triangle inequali~y) 
The reason for this definition of distance is that the 
distance between a point x and a point x ~ which -is derived from it 
by d errors is exantly d. One should always keep in mind, however, 
that this distance is not the usual distance one is familiar with so 
that when we speak of a sphere of radius r about x, and mean all 
points at a distance r from x, it does not have all the usual 
properties of a sphere. In any particular case the distance between 
any two given points can be found easily by a direct application 
of the definition. 
/ From the set of 2n points in the space we select a subset 
to which we will eventually attach meanings or values, a·nd these 
will form our code. If -all the ooints of the subset are ;:it. ~ 
· a distance of at lea st 2 from -each other then it follows that any 
single error will carry any member of the subset out of the 
subset and hence will make it a meaningless symbol, that is, the 
error is detectable. If the minimum distance between points of bhe 
subset is at least 3 then any single error will still leave the 
point nearer to the correct point than to any othe~ m¢i~t~gfptl 
and this means that any sing l e error is correctable. 














single error-correction plus 
double error-detection 
double error-correction 
Conversely, it is evident that if we are to effect the 
detectio n and correction -~isted, then all points of the chosen 
subset must satisfy or exceed the minimum distance listed. "t hus 
L 
the problem of finding ,ubi~ti suitable codes is the same as that 
of finding subsets in our space which maintain at least the 
minimum distance condition. 
J.A Special Class of single error-correcting codes. 
In this section we shall construct a special class of 
single error-correcting /~~it n hole codes. In a later section 
we shall discuss how good these codes are from the point of view of 
having the maximum number of meaningful symbols for a given n. 
We first assign m positions as messijge positions. We shall 
regard them as fixed, but which positions they are~ will be 
determined later. 
We next assign l k positions as check positions,(~~ 
-v-alac of le ,,iii b@ dete1tni:Rtt1"1:ibPJuw), that is, the values in these 
positions are to be determined by those in the message (and possibly 
- ,1,, <. vq /._, t: o I k ,.,,., t' I I I:, e d ~ f-i' v ....,.. , .., .. ,( / ~ ~ ~...,, _
some of the check) positions. -Io pat tlcnl _at', for each check we select 
certain positio .1s and require that the total of the values in these 
corresponding 
positions plus that of the ~check position be an even number. This 
condition determines the value of the check position, provided the 
values in the check positions are calculated in the prope~ order. 
Let us imagi~e for the moment that we have received a message 
symbol. We apply the k checks, in order, and for eeach successful check 
we write a/~/ O, while for each unsuccessful check we write a 1. 
This sequence of O's and l's (to be distinguished from the check symbols 
themselves) may be regarded as a b~nary number. We now require that this 
binary number give the position of any single error, with . the zero 
no error · in the symbol. Thus the k checks 
d es c. ,.·, '1 " 
must dee1itr@' m+k+l different things so that 
2k ~ m + k + 1 
is a condition on k. Writing a= m + k we fin@ 
• 
Using this inequality we calculate Table 2 which gi ltes the 
maximum m for a given n, or what is the same thing, the minimum n 
for a given m. 
Table 2. 
n m corresponding k 
1 0 1 
2 0 2 
3 1 2 
4 l 3 
5 2 3 
6 3 3 
7 4 3 
8 4 4 
9 5 4 
10 6 4 
11 7 4 
12 8 4 
13 9 4 
14 10 4 
15 ~ M 4 
16 11 5 
etc. 
We now determine the positions involved in the various 
checks. The checks (not the check _positions) are to be regarded as 
ordered from right to left. Since the checks are to give the 
position of any error, any position which has a 1 on the right of ,is 
~ binary representation ~ must cause the first check to fail; 
that is, the first check must involve ~ itions 
.7 r 
1, J, ,, 7, 9, ••• 
since these are the numbers whose binary pepresentation have a 1 oni 
the right. 
positions 
In an exactly similar fashion the second check must involve 
2 , 3 , 6, 7, 10 , 11 , . . . . , 
the third check 
etc. 
4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15, 2q, . . . . , 
In order to fix which positions are to be check positmons and 
which message we arbitrarily agree to the following table : 
_Table 3. 
Positions checked Check no. 
1 
Check position 
1 1, 3, 5, 
6, 







4, . . 
,, 
3, 7, 10, 11, 14, 
5, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 
• 
k 
~ k- 1 k-1. 2k4l _l, 2, 2 +l, . . . 
All other positions are message positions. 
As an illustration of the above theory we apply it to 
the case of a 7 hole code. From table 2 we .find m= 4, r • J. From 
table 3 we find that the first check involves positions 1, 3, 5, 7, 
and is set by the first position ; the second check / positions 
2, 3, 6, 7, set by pbe second position ~•f he third chec ~ positions 
4, 5, 6, 7, set by position 4. This leaves positions 3, 5, 6, 7, 
as message positions • 
... e~s-~1"-
r.. --,.A.~ 24= 16 In these 4 positions we fill in all ~,~r e ,. 
possible binary numbers. We then calculate the values of the 
check positions 1, 2, and 4. The result is table 4. 
Table 4 
( see pl'evious version of report J 
• • • 
• • • 
• • • 
• •• 
Thus a 7 hole s , ngle error-correcting code admits of 16 meaningful 
symbols. On the other hand there are 27 - 16 = 112 meaningless symbols. 
In practi ~e it may be rdesir/able to drop at least the first of the 
these meaningful symbols to avoid the all zero combination which 
might be confused with no message; this leaves 15 useful symbols in the 
code. 
4 A more general theory of single error-correcting codes. 
With a special class of single error-correcting codes 
~ developed, we turn to examine a more general class of these 
codes. 
,,,, ett '1 I"'\ _,/ ,1 _,/ 
We first define what • e fftW8ft by equivalent cod_,es ~ ~na~ 
i~/ crprj.~~/yl/,.l-i'/i/ if¢  pfifl,i•i"f:l.f ·' t'/i~ Isi-lirJI 
Def. Two codes are said to be equivalent to each other if by a 
finite number of the following operations one can be ·transformed into 
the other; '• 
positions . · 
1. the interchange of any two ~~t~~ in the symbols 
2. the complementing of the values in any position ,t 
in the symbols. . . 
. ro'4ffon.J-
;,,eiG J c ., ;, 7JC 
These operations correspond to reta~ieas and mirror images of our 
n dlmensional model 1 and in practice to a relabeling of positions, and ~changing e'f .;o .. 
~f r~~tiitrii up relays -95' do¢wn relays, g.,. y,,e v 6 n~ ~ 
A single erro~-correcting code, from table 1, requires 
a minimum distance between points of the subset of at least~ J. · 
-sP.liere 
This means that about each point of th e subset we can draw a ,ii~ftl,-/-
of radius 1 such that no two spheres have any points in common. 
Each sphere contains n + 1 points so that in the space of 2n points 
the subset can contain at most 
2n 
n--;-y 
points. This is the right hand side of the earlier inequality we found 
rvd 
for~ codes. 
~ positions checked 
If we assume that 1the c~ are to be independent of the 
'l.., II . I\ 
message received, ~the checks are independent of each other, 
..3 
and t:R&t?the checks are calculated by adding the values in the 
positions being checked and considering the oddness or evenness of 
m the s~then we can show that there are only 2 points in the 
subset. If we form a matrix whose i-th row has l's in the positions 
checked by the i-th check and O's elsewhere, then the first 
assumption means that the matrix iS independent l of the message. 
The second assumption means that the matrix is of ran k k, and this ., 
in turn means that the system of checks is solvable for some k positions 
in terms of the remaining m = n - k message positions. Them message 
m 












It is also clear that using the oddness of the sum rather 
than the evenness for one or more of the checks means that by 
complementation one is convertable into t~a other. Again, a 
positions 
rearrangement of the/i~tYJI/i~i so that the check positions are the 
same as those of our special code of section 3 can be accomplished 
by equivalence operations. 
Thus the three restrictions we have placed on the 
types of checks that may be used have limited the class of n hole 
code ·s to those which itl either have the same message and check 
positions as our special code of section 3, or are equivalent to 
a code which has. However, this does not mean that the checks actually 
,, . 
check the same positions. Thus all n hole ,c0etj- of the above type 
for a fixed n need not be equivalent, but none will have more 
meaningful symbols than our special code. 
There are, furthermore, codes which do not use the 
systematic chJecks w~ ave · de~cribed; they seem, however, to be more 
difficult to use i ¾' ractice. It should also be observed that re-
gardless of how we have made up single error-correcting codes, those 
whi ch have had the most message positions for a given n have been 
found to be basecd on ~ystmmatic checks. 
5. Double error-detecting codes. 
We note first that from table 1 the minimum distance 
condition of 4 units required by a double error-dectecting code 
1~.lt1 --.✓, ~ 4 ~"l 
implies tae minl:mttm die ~anee ef . J 1equi p .J b::, a single eroor -correcting 
I\ 
code. _, 
· ~onsider now a set of N points satisfyiig the 
A 
minimum distance condition of 4 units. Any one of the points may be 
covered b~y a sppere of radius 2 while the remaining N - 1 
"'"' 
points a~e covered by spheres of radius 1 in such a fashion that 
no two spheres have any point in common. The sphere of radius 2 
includes in all 
1 + n + n ( n-1 )~ 
2 
each e~ 
points. The other N - 1 p~t~tt/ spheres include ,. 
1 + n 
points so that in all 




2° - n(n-1)/2 
n + 1 -
This upper bound on the number of points in the subset is achieved 
in the simple case of a four hole code since the above becomes 
16 - 6 
5 
and the subset of two merj)ers 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 
- 2 
does satisfy the minimum distance condition of 4 units apart. For 
larger n, however, this upper bound is probably too high~'a.l\d~ 
_For codes using syst fl3atic checks we again find 
that there are m message positions and k check positions, but that 
• 
This is the same as the inequality used for single error-correcting 
codes provided n + 1 is used in place of n. Thus we can use table 
2 proyided we add 1 to both then and k values listed. 
The following meihoB t~f/ of making a double error 
detecting code from a single error-correcting code was first propesed 
by R.R. Newton. To the special singl~ eeror-correcting code 
· cogstructed in $ection 3 we add one more position for checking all 
the previous positions, using an evenness check. To see the 
operation of this code we have to examine ·a number of cases. 
1. No errors. All checks, including the laitest, are 
satisfied. 
2. Single error. The latest check fails in all c ~Ji/, 
such situations whether the error be in the message, 
the original checks or the latest check. ~he 
original checks give the position of the error, 
where now the zero value of t he checks means the 
latest check position is in error. 
J. Two errors. In all such situations the latest check 
is satisfi : ed and the other checks indicate some kind 
of error. 
These codes give values for the number of meaningful 
symbols which are below the rigorously derived upper bound, 
but which do attain the second upper bound that was given. 
Is an example let us construct an Sight hole code from 
the previous 1/~ seven hole code. Tp do this we add an eighth 
position which is chosen so that the total number of l's in the 
to table ~ 










7. Some remarks on how not to construct a code. 
The most obvious way of constructing a code is to start writin g 
down points and choosin ~ the next point so that it is at least the minimum 
distance from all the other points that have been writen do m so far. 
Such a process leads to situations which may be ~asieBt illustrated in the 
case of a 5 hole /pft~/ single error-correctin ~ code. The set of two 
symbols 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 1 
is "sat ur ated" in the sense that no other point can be added. However, 
there exists a set of four symbols (which may be derived by the methods 
of s ecti>dn 4) 
0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 1 
1 1 1 0 0 
0 1 1 1 1 
each at least three units away from the others. 
This method of constructing codes in a random fashion may also 
1 ead to non-systematic codes. 
set for a 6 hole code; 
Here the simple .st example is the following 
000000 
(!!) I o I O / 
I O O I I 0 
I I J o o 0 
oo I o I I 
}I I I I I 
It can be shown that in this code there are not three systematic 
checks whic11'fre independent of each other. On the other hand table 2 
shows that our systematic method of constructin g a 6 hole code will lead 
to a code with 8 symbols. 
Lastly, as an illustration of non-equivalent c odes we take the 
simple case of a 4 hole /p~~ single error-correcting code. Both 
0 0 0 0 
1 1 1 1 and 
6 0 0 0 
0 1 1 1 
are "saturated" and by table 2 contain the maximum number of symbols, but ./key 
are not equivalent codes by our definition. 
